During the past 40 years, foot orthoses have been prescribed by medical professionals to treat a variety of injuries and chronic conditions affecting the athlete. An overall patient-satisfaction rate of 70% to 80% for these devices has been reported in the medical literature.

Scrutiny of these reports of positive treatment effects with custom functional foot orthoses reveals numerous areas of concern. Most studies published in the medical literature relevant to foot orthotic therapy are retrospective, and few, if any, used a control group. In most of these studies, the patients received multiple treatments, thus obscuring an accurate assessment of the specific contribution of foot orthotic therapy to overall success. After reviewing more than 50 studies relevant to foot orthotic treatment in athletes and nonathletes, Landorf and Keenan pointed out the need for further randomized controlled trials assessing outcomes for specific clinical conditions.

The kinetic and kinematic effects of foot orthoses on running and walking subjects has been extensively studied. Nigg and coworkers performed a critical review of the literature relevant to the effects of shoes, shoe inserts, and orthotic devices on injuries in sport. They suggest that the concept of “aligning the skeleton” by using foot orthoses has not been substantially proved while also questioning whether the modest improvements in cushioning provided by these devices can actually prevent injury. Nigg proposed a new paradigm of the role of orthotic devices and footwear in altering function of the lower extremity of the athlete. This theory suggests that foot orthoses may act as a filter of impact forces on the foot, modulating muscular response and allowing the athlete to maintain a “preferred movement path.”

The medical literature already contains evidence that foot orthotic devices can alter or enhance neuromuscular function in the athlete. Much of this information has surfaced from the study of athletes with either acute or chronic ankle instability. This article reviews the concept of chronic ankle instability and the role of foot orthoses in treating this condition.

**Terminology**

Hertel proposed that the term *lateral ankle instability* should describe an ankle that has been rendered unstable by disruption of the lateral ligaments. The term is usually reserved for an acute condition. Hertel describes chronic ankle instability as a condition of repetitive bouts of lateral ankle instability resulting from numerous ankle sprains. Chronic ankle instability can result from mechanical instability, functional instability, or both.

Mechanical instability of the ankle describes a condition of laxity, usually resulting from ligamentous disruption. However, other pathologies can...
also compromise the intrinsic stability of the ankle joint. Multiple sprains of the ankle can lead to synovial hypertrophy and impingement, which can also cause mechanical instability. Mechanical instability of the ankle has also been attributed to osteophytic spurring, or soft-tissue impingement, which can alter range of motion of the ankle and its neighboring joints.34

Functional instability of the ankle was first described by Freeman25 as a condition in which a patient experiences recurrent sprains or a feeling of “giving way” of the ankle. Freeman attributed this condition to proprioceptive deficits. Subsequent investigation26 has suggested that functional instability may result from deficits in a variety of mechanisms that provide neuromuscular control of the ankle.

Whether there are distinct groups of patients with either mechanical or functional instability remains a debated subject. Studies24, 27 of large groups of athletes with a history of functional instability of the ankle showed that only half demonstrated actual mechanical instability on stress radiographs. Conversely, it has been pointed out that previous studies have not considered other causes of mechanical instability, such as restricted joint motion, synovial hypertrophy, and impingement spurs.23 Also, there has been a suggestion that mechanical instability of the subtalar joint may lead to functional instability of the ankle.28

Neuromuscular Control of the Ankle

Active maintenance of stability of the ankle joint is an intricate, multisystem mechanism that is still not well understood. A comprehensive review on this subject has been presented previously.29 The essential elements of the neuromuscular control mechanism of the ankle joint are proprioception, balance and postural control, muscle reaction time, and muscular strength. Evaluation of each mechanism will allow better understanding of the role of orthoses in enhancing functional control of the ankle.

Impaired proprioception of the ankle joint has been demonstrated in studies26-33 of subjects who have a history of repetitive ankle sprains. These investigations measured either kinesthetic awareness (ie, the ability to detect movement) or the ability to perform ankle joint positioning tasks. Why proprioception is lost after an ankle sprain is still unclear. It is speculated that mechanoreceptors located in the capsule and ligaments of the ankle become disconnected from afferent nerve fibers after an ankle sprain.34

However, when local anesthetic was applied to the ligaments of the ankle and knee, no significant loss of position sense occurred.35-37 It has been speculated that other equally important sources of afferent feedback of ankle joint position are provided by the surrounding skin and tendons.36, 38, 39 Feuerbach et al36 emphasized the importance of cutaneous receptors around the ankle after showing that application of a semirigid ankle orthosis significantly improved ankle joint proprioception as measured by joint positioning tasks.

Loss of afferent input from ankle joint proprioceptors will lead to delayed peroneal reaction time, which could significantly impair the dynamic defense mechanism protecting from an ankle sprain.38-41 Karlsson and Andreasson42 found that application of tape or an external ankle brace significantly improved peroneal reaction time in subjects with lateral ankle instability. Delays in peroneal muscle reaction time are not always found in studies43, 44 of patients with functional instability of the ankle. However, differences in the findings of these studies may be due to different methods of perturbation and measurement of muscular response.

Loss of proprioception or delayed peroneal reaction time may be the result of the peripheral nerve injury that can accompany an ankle sprain. Delayed nerve conduction velocity involving the superficial and deep peroneal nerves has been shown in patients for 4 to 8 days after inversion ankle sprains.45 Nitz et al46 found abnormal nerve conduction in the deep peroneal and tibial nerves in patients after grades II and III ankle sprains. It was speculated that compromised nerve function could be due to localized compartment syndrome, hematoma, or nerve traction.

Neuromuscular control of the ankle depends on adequate afferent and efferent input to the ankle musculature and on adequate strength of the muscles themselves. However, studies of strength deficits in patients with functional instability of the ankle have led to conflicting findings. Early studies45, 47 using manual muscle testing showed weakness of ankle eversion in patients with functional ankle instability. However, studies48-50 using newer technologies, such as isokinetic dynamometry, have shown that concentric evector strength deficits are not found in patients with functional ankle instability.

If strength deficits are found in patients with lateral ankle instability, they are usually in concentric evector strength.50, 51 This insight seems to contradict the notion that the ankle evectors are the primary dynamic defense for preventing an inversion ankle sprain. In one of the few studies showing predictive factors of ankle sprains, Baumhauer et al52 found that when ankle joint evectors showed greater concentric strength than invertors, the risk of ankle sprain increased. Compared with concentric muscle function, eccentric
invertor strength deficits were found in a study of 16 subjects with chronic ankle instability by Munn and coworkers.\textsuperscript{53} They theorized that the medial ankle invertors are called on to reduce lateral displacement of the leg over the foot in static stance. Thus lateral sway of the body over the fixed foot is actually resisted by eccentric contraction of the ankle invertors.

**Balance and Postural Control**

The ability to maintain the body’s center of mass over the supportive foot is termed *postural control*.\textsuperscript{24} *Balance* refers to the ability of a human to remain upright in stance.\textsuperscript{23} Although these functions seem similar, postural control is simply one measure of balance. Yet, in terms of evaluating patients with functional instability of the ankle, postural control is most often cited in the literature as the single physiologic parameter that can help diagnose, monitor, and treat patients with this disorder.\textsuperscript{22} Deficits in postural control seem to be the most consistent findings in patients with chronic ankle instability.\textsuperscript{24, 54-56} Loss of postural control has also been demonstrated in patients after acute ankle sprain.\textsuperscript{56-61} Assessment of postural control can be performed in the clinical setting by having the patient perform a modified Romberg test.\textsuperscript{24, 25} In this test, the patient stands on one foot, with arms crossed over the chest, with both eyes closed (Fig. 1).

Stabilometry is a technique to quantify postural control using a force platform that evaluates mediolateral and anteroposterior migration of center of pressure. Magnitude and velocity of deviation of center of pressure during single-leg stance are two common parameters of stabilometry studies.\textsuperscript{59, 60} Newer instruments have been developed to measure postural control in the clinical setting. The Chattec System (Chattec Corp, Chattanooga, Tennessee) was used in two of the studies\textsuperscript{62, 63} reviewed in this article. The MatScan (Tekscan Inc, Boston, Massachusetts) device has been popular for clinical assessment of postural control, but this instrument cannot provide the stabilometry measures necessary for investigative research (Fig. 2).

Studies of balance and postural control have far-reaching implications beyond athletes with repetitive ankle sprains. Tripping or falling injuries in the geriatric population are a critical concern and have received increased attention from scientists and physicians. The mechanisms protecting people from tripping or falling have been extensively studied, and much of this research has been published in the neuroscience literature.\textsuperscript{64-70} Impaired postural control is thought to be due to a loss of proprioception and a loss of neuromuscular control over the ankle, ie, an interruption in the afferent and efferent loop.\textsuperscript{23} However, the specific sensory components of proprioception and their role in balance and postural control remain poorly understood.

Jerosch and Prymka\textsuperscript{71} use the term *proprioception* to describe all sensory mechanisms used by the body to maintain joint stability. In agreement, Mergner et al\textsuperscript{72} recognize that proprioception in humans involves a multisensory system, particularly when used for postural control. They propose that four sensory signal sources are used to maintain balance and postural control: 1) visual, 2) vestibular (otoliths and semicircular canals), 3) proprioceptive input from the ankle ligaments and surrounding muscles, and 4) somatosensory signals from the plantar surface of the foot.

**Role of the Foot in Postural Control**

The existence of a somatosensory system located on the plantar surface of the foot is a concept not well known among clinicians treating ankle sprains. Yet research has shown that in addition to sensory nerves there are multiple types of mechanoreceptors found on the plantar surface of the foot. These receptors provide specific types of information to the central nervous system, which subsequently leads to muscular activation for control of body posture.

Merkel cell complexes respond to pressure and are found in the epidermal layer of the plantar integument.\textsuperscript{73} Vibration is detected in various frequencies by...
two specific types of mechanoreceptors. Meissner corpuscles are located in the superficial layer of the plantar integument and respond to vibrations in the range of 5 to 40 Hz. Pacinian corpuscles, located in the deeper subdermal layer, respond to a higher frequency of vibration, in the range of 60 to 300 Hz.

Application of vibration to the plantar surface of the foot can evoke a direct postural response. Kavounoudias and coworkers studied the effect of vibration applied to the soles of the feet of ten healthy individuals in terms of affecting body sway during upright stance. High-frequency (100-Hz), low-amplitude mechanical vibrations were delivered to either the forefoot or the heel of the right or left foot or both while the subjects stood upright. Body sway or tilt was measured by tracking center-of-pressure migration on a force platform. In all of the subjects, whole-body tilt occurred in a direction away from the location of application of vibration on the sole of the foot. For example, when vibration was applied to the right heel, body tilt occurred in a direction that was forward and to the left. The authors concluded that vibration stimulates a pressure sensation in a specific area of the foot and activates a compensatory body sway to decrease pressure in this region.

It is still unclear whether body sway is a compensation to avoid damaging pressure to the sole of the foot or whether this localized pressure is telling the body that sway has occurred and that correction is needed. Kavounoudias et al proposed that the latter mechanism is most likely because application of vibration to two areas on the plantar surface of the foot evoked a postural lean in a direction that was the vectorial sum of the responses when each area was stimulated separately. This finding suggests that the central nervous system integrates pressure information from the sole of the foot in a spatial orientation, resulting in an essential cue indicating the direction and amplitude of whole-body inclination. The authors thus describe the sole of the foot as a “dynamometric map,” which can spatially code pressure information to correct body alignment and equilibrium.

The importance of the human foot as a sensory organ for whole-body balance has been reported in several studies published in the neuroscience literature. These studies involved blocking afferent sensory input from the soles of the feet by cooling, anesthetizing, or applying an ischemic blockade. In each condition, increase in postural sway occurred with loss of sensory input from the foot.

Interventions or conditions that decrease pressure under the foot may actually compromise the somatosensory mechanism necessary for balance and postural control. Wu and Chiang found that a soft foam surface decreased plantar pressure but also decreased muscular response for correction of body alignment. In contrast, Okubo and coworkers found that postural control was improved when subjects stood on a platform covered with shotgun pellets, which presumably enhanced tactile and pressure sensory input. The potential negative effect of cushioning in athletic shoes and inserts has been reported in the medical literature. Robbins and coworkers proposed
that athletic shoes cause negative effects in athletes by decreasing mechanical stability and compromising normal muscular activation necessary for dissipation of impact forces. They further suggest that athletic footwear has the potential to decrease the postural sense of the foot.\textsuperscript{84, 85} Conversely, foot orthoses can potentially enhance postural control. A variety of studies\textsuperscript{86-92} have been performed that shed light on the mechanism by which foot orthoses can enhance neuromuscular control over the ankle.

**Foot Orthoses and Postural Control**

Orteza et al\textsuperscript{86} were the first to study the effect of foot orthoses on patients after acute ankle sprain. Fifteen healthy subjects were compared with nine subjects who had experienced an acute ankle sprain in the previous 6 weeks. The subjects were evaluated for “time out of balance” on a tilt board under three conditions: with a molded orthotic device, with a flat (unmolded orthotic) insole, and with no orthotic device. The molded orthotic device was made from 1/8-inch Aquaplast (Smith & Nephew Inc, Germantown, Wisconsin) and was direct-molded to the subject’s foot, which was held in a neutral position at the subtalar joint. Forefoot posting was applied if a forefoot varus deformity was present. Injured (“ankle sprain”) subjects had a significant decrease in balance control compared with noninjured subjects, and molded orthotic devices significantly improved balance scores for the injured group only. Unmolded orthotic devices did not improve balance scores for either injured or noninjured subjects. In addition, in the injured group, the molded orthotic devices significantly reduced pain while jogging compared with the flat-orthotic and no-orthotic conditions. Because noninjured subjects did not improve balance with any orthotic condition, the authors speculated that the orthoses may have placed the ligaments about the talocrural joint in a more optimal position to allow the joint mechanoreceptors to detect abnormal motion and improve overall postural control. Finally, these authors speculated that enhanced tactile stimulation of the plantar surface of the foot was provided by the foot orthoses, which improved the somatosensory feedback necessary for balance control.

Ochsendorf et al\textsuperscript{63} studied the effects of foot orthoses on reducing postural sway in healthy subjects who had been subjected to fatigue of their plantar flexor and dorsiflexor muscle groups. It has been shown previously that muscular fatigue in the ankle plantar flexors and dorsiflexors in healthy subjects reduces postural control as measured by sway amplitude.\textsuperscript{87}

Eight healthy male subjects were studied before and after fatigue of these muscle groups using the Chattecx Balance System by measuring postural sway during single-leg stance. Testing was performed with and without custom foot orthoses, before and after fatiguing contractions of the ankle dorsiflexors and plantar flexors, using an isokinetic dynamometer. The custom foot orthoses were fabricated from impressions taken from foam blocks and then were balanced according to deformity revealed by the impression. The results demonstrated a significant decrease in postural sway when foot orthoses were used in the prefatigue and postfatigue conditions compared with the no-orthotic, postfatigue condition. There was a significant decline in postural stability when the ankle muscles were fatigued and when no orthoses were worn. No such decline was observed when orthoses were worn. Thus foot orthoses seemed to offset the negative effects of muscular fatigue compromising
postural control in healthy subjects. The authors theorized that the foot orthoses maintained a more neutral position of the subtalar joint, which decreased demand on surrounding muscles to maintain stability. However, no measurements of improvement of rearfoot alignment with the orthoses were performed. Also, it was speculated that the “cradling effect of the orthotic device” improved tactile sensation on the bottom of the foot, thus improving afferent input for postural control.

Hertel and coworkers conducted two studies of various types of foot orthoses to determine their effect on postural control. In the first study, subjects with acute ankle sprains were tested for balance under six conditions: shoe only, a custom direct-molded Aquaplast foot orthosis (nonposted), a neutral prefabricated Superfeet Synergizer footbed (Superfeet Worldwide LLC, Ferndale, Washington), medially (7°) and laterally (4°) posted Superfeet Synergizer footbeds, and a Sprained Ankle Orthotic (laterally posted prefabricated heel wedge) (Cramer Corp, Gardner, Kansas). All of the orthoses were worn in shoes, and comparisons were made with the shoe-only condition. Postural sway was significantly increased for the injured side in two of the three testing sessions spread across 4 weeks. However, none of the orthoses significantly reduced postural sway in the impaired limb. The authors explained that compared with previous investigations, the results reflected the difference of custom molding of orthotic devices or the need for posting of such devices when used to treat patients with an acute ankle sprain.

Hertel and coworkers performed a follow-up study of the same types of orthoses on 15 healthy subjects. Postural control was again measured under six conditions, comparing the shoe-only condition and the five orthotic devices described in the previous study. Significant differences in frontal plane sway velocity and length of center-of-pressure excursion were found between the devices. The medially posted orthosis significantly decreased frontal plane sway compared with the shoe-only condition and some of the other devices. The laterally posted Sprained Ankle Orthotic device caused the greatest frontal plane sway amplitude and velocity. No differences were found in sagittal plane sway among any of the conditions. In this study of healthy subjects, the authors point out that overall excursions of center of pressure are smaller than in injured subjects; thus the ability of an off-the-shelf or nonposted orthotic device to control sway in injured subjects may not be as effective. The authors suggested that reducing rearfoot pronation seems to be the important effect of a medially posted orthosis on balance and postural control compared with the effects of a laterally posted orthosis with poor medial arch contour.

Percy and Menz studied the effects of prefabricated orthotic devices and insoles on postural stability in healthy professional soccer players. Postural sway was measured at the waist using an optical measuring device (Wilhelm Mikroelektronik GmbH, Lunen, Germany). There was no significant change in postural sway whether the subjects were barefoot, wore PPT polyurethane insoles (Langer Biomechanics Group, Deer Park, New York), or wore prefabricated polypropylene foot orthoses with 4° inverted rearfoot posts. However, there was a high degree of intersubject variability in postural sway in response to the orthoses. The authors concluded that response to orthoses may depend on foot type and that their findings may have been different if custom rather than prefabricated foot orthoses had been used.

Prefabricated foot orthoses affected mediolateral sway in a prospective randomized controlled study by Rome and Brown. Fifty healthy subjects with pronated feet, as determined by means of the Foot Posture Index, were studied in bipedal stance, with postural sway measured using the Balance Performance Monitor (SMS Healthcare, Harlow, England). Prefabricated foot orthoses composed of high-density ethylene vinyl acetate (70 Shore) with a 5° rearfoot post were worn by the subjects in athletic shoes, and postural sway was compared with that of a control group (pronated feet with no orthoses) at baseline and after 4 weeks of wear. At baseline, there was no difference between groups. After 4 weeks, the orthoses group showed significantly decreased mediolateral postural sway. The authors point out that this study was unique in following the effects of the orthoses across 4 weeks of use and the selection of subjects with pronated feet, differing from other studies of healthy subjects that showed no effects of orthoses. The findings suggest that healthy subjects with pronated feet can improve postural control with medially wedged foot orthoses. The authors also point out the potential benefit of rigid material used in the test orthoses. Previous studies have shown that mechanoreceptors could be better stimulated by rigid materials, providing better feedback for postural control.

Another study on patients with abnormal foot structure was conducted by Cobb et al. In this prospective controlled study, 12 participants with more than 7° of forefoot varus were compared with five participants with less than 7° of forefoot varus. Only the group with more than 7° of forefoot varus were treated with custom polypropylene foot orthoses manufactured from foam box impression casts. These orthoses did not have any posting applied. Compared with the con-
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trol group, the treatment group with foot orthoses improved anteroposterior and mediolateral postural sway but only after 6 weeks of orthosis use. At the time of initial dispensing of the foot orthoses, postural sway was not improved. After wearing the orthoses for 6 weeks, the treatment group also demonstrated improved postural control when tested while not wearing the devices. The authors suggested that there is a period after orthotic device dispensing when improved mechanoreceptor function on the plantar surface of the foot occurs.

Foot Orthoses and Postural Control: Proposed Mechanisms

In the studies performed to date, consistently positive outcomes have been reported when foot orthoses are used to improve balance and postural control. Yet, in each of these studies, the investigators could not fully explain the mechanism by which the orthoses achieved the observed results. The ability of a foot orthosis to improve postural control in humans was attributed in the previously cited studies to any of the following mechanisms: 1) reducing range of motion of the ankle joint or subtalar joint, 2) maintaining alignment of the foot in a “neutral position” at the subtalar joint and enhancing ligament mechanoreceptor function, 3) improving tactile sensation on the plantar surface of the foot, and 4) reducing muscular strain about the ankle.

To my knowledge, no study published to date has documented the ability of a foot orthosis to reduce range of motion of the talocrural joint during static single-leg stance. In terms of the subtalar joint, changes of alignment in walking or running subjects with foot orthoses are relatively minimal according to published data.11-16 In the studies of balance control cited earlier,62, 63, 86 there was speculation about improvements of alignment in the talocrural and subtalar joints of subjects with foot orthoses, yet none of these investigations included any protocols to measure or verify such treatment effects.

Several studies on postural control cited earlier speculated that custom foot orthoses would align the subtalar joint of subjects in a “neutral position.” Yet, for the podiatric physician, the method of orthosis casting and fabrication used in these studies would seem to be significantly different from existing practice standards in the United States. Two studies62, 63 used foam blocks and a semiweightbearing technique to capture the shape and alignment of the foot. Three other studies86, 88, 89 used a direct mold technique of Aquaplast to the foot of the subject, which was held in the subtalar neutral position. Both techniques lack the ability to produce an orthotic device that is shaped over a corrected model of the foot. According to currently accepted podiatric medical practice, the corrected model must be created from a negative cast of the foot when the subtalar joint is positioned in neutral, the midtarsal joint is maximally pronated, and the first ray is allowed to lie in its neutral or plantarflexed position.93 Clearly, the techniques used in the previous studies indicate that a standard of orthotic therapy has not been accepted among the various specialties treating foot and ankle pathologies.

The potential benefit of a podiatric medical approach to impression casting, balancing of a corrected positive model, and fabrication of functional foot orthoses was demonstrated by Mundermann et al.94 Twenty-one recreational runners were studied under three orthotic conditions: a 6° medially posted flat insole, a balanced “molded” functional orthotic device, and a balanced “molded” functional foot orthotic device with an additional 6° of medial posting. Fifteen kinematic, kinetic, and electromyographic variables were studied, and the results indicated a systematic improvement with the balanced “molded” orthotic device compared with the other devices. The authors suggested that molding of the orthotic footplate to a corrected positive cast of the patient’s foot in a neutral position was more effective in improving the objective measures than the effect of posting and posting with molding.

Improvement in tactile sensation has been proposed as a mechanism of benefit in postural control when orthoses are used in patients with lateral ankle instability. However, none of the authors of the studies previously cited here offer any explanation of how the particular orthotic design used actually improved tactile sensation. In only one study91 was the precise physical characteristic of the orthosis described in terms of material hardness. Studies88, 94 showing the benefits of contoured devices, whether prefabricated or custom molded to the plantar surface of the foot, suggest a tactile stimulus-response benefit that is not seen with flat orthotic insoles.

What seems to be most viable, in terms of a theory of mechanism of action of foot orthoses on balance and postural control, is the effect of these devices on muscular function of the lower extremity. In upright stance, balance and postural control of the body involves four key segments: the head, the trunk, the legs, and the feet. In healthy subjects, measurements of postural control in single-leg stance reveal head, trunk, and leg function as one unit, with rotations and corrections occurring about the ankle. Mergner et al72 describe this mechanism as an “inverted pendulum,”
in which the entire body rotates over the fixed foot at the ankle joint.

Healthy subjects have been described as using an “ankle strategy” to adjust the position of the leg, trunk, and head over the fixed foot. When ankle joint proprioception is diminished or when neuromuscular control of the ankle is lost, the subject will be observed to use a “hip strategy” to correct body postural alignment for balance control. It is speculated that an ankle strategy is more efficient than a hip strategy for maintenance of postural control during single-leg stance. Ankle strategy requires finely tuned short-range corrections, whereas a hip strategy requires gross movements in a larger range of motion.

Investigators of postural control use the term ankle strategy to describe movements of the foot that correct whole-body sway. Whereas forward and backward body sway can result from ankle (talocrural) joint motions, mediolateral body sway corrections must result from inversion/eversion of the foot. Such movements would not be possible at the ankle joint but would occur at the subtalar joint. Because the most common ankle sprain is an inversion sprain, motion at the subtalar joint should be carefully considered as a significant part of the pathomechanics of this injury.

Foot orthoses are thought to exert their primary influence on the subtalar joint. Despite this accepted mechanism of action, studies of effects of foot orthoses on rearfoot alignment have shown improvements in the range of only a few degrees. However, these findings may be significant considering that proprioception appears diminished when a joint is moved toward end range of motion. Foot orthoses, by limiting rearfoot movements by only a few degrees, may keep proprioceptive mechanisms functioning at optimal capacity.

Almost all of the studies of changes in rearfoot alignment using foot orthoses published in the literature have noted that these devices reduce pronation rather than supination of the rearfoot. Studies of walking subjects measuring changes in migration of center of pressure have shown results similar to those of single-leg stance studies. McPoil et al found that foot orthotic devices limited pronation and migration of center of pressure in subjects with forefoot varus deformities. In one of the previous studies cited, Hertel et al concluded that reduction of pronation was the primary mechanism by which foot orthotic devices could improve postural control, yet no explanation of this cause-effect relationship was given. Although several studies have shown no benefit of foot orthoses in improving postural control in healthy subjects, one study demonstrated benefit in healthy subjects with excessively pronated feet.

Theories of Lateral Sway and Ankle Sprains

Munn and coworkers showed that eccentric strength deficits are found in the medial ankle muscles of patients with ankle instability. They propose a mechanism of instability in single-leg stance where lateral body sway causes a closed-chain eversion of the subtalar joint, which is resisted by the medial ankle invertors. Weakness of the ankle invertors could, thus, be less effective in resisting lateral body sway. When lateral body sway continues beyond the range of subtalar joint inversion, Munn et al propose that the body will then carry the foot into sudden inversion, with subsequent inversion moment delivered to the talocrural joint. Thus it has been proposed that eversion of the subtalar joint to end range of motion on a fixed foot may occur before the lateral fall of the body forces the foot and ankle into sudden inversion (Fig. 3).

Several investigators cited in this review proposed that foot orthoses improve postural control by reducing pronation of the subtalar joint. According to the theory of Munn et al, reduction of foot pronation would decrease lateral body sway and decrease load on the medial ankle musculature.

Foot orthotic devices have been demonstrated to reduce inversion moment to the rearfoot. These studies were conducted on running subjects and suggested that in certain situations, foot orthoses could reduce strain on the medial ankle ligaments and tendons. However, it has yet to be proved whether foot orthotic devices can affect ankle joint moments during mediolateral sway of the body over a fixed foot. Also, the notion that foot orthoses can reduce pronation of the foot during lateral body sway has yet to be validated in any published kinematic study, to my knowledge. Thus the concept that foot orthoses reduce pronation moment and thus lateral body sway remains speculative.

This proposed mechanism of lateral body sway, followed by foot eversion to end range of motion, followed by sudden foot inversion, is only one possible mechanism of a lateral ankle sprain. It is recognized that medial body sway on a fixed foot will cause an inversion motion of the subtalar joint, which could also lead to subluxation and sprain of the lateral ankle ligaments. In this situation, the peroneal musculature would play a primary role in correcting medial whole-body sway. However, studies have shown that significant peroneal muscular weakness is not a consistent finding in subjects with chronic ankle instability.
Sway or actual falling of the body on a fixed foot, simulated in these studies, may not be the mechanism of a true ankle sprain in sport. Authorities agree that most ankle sprains occur when there is contact of the athlete with another player or when the foot lands on an unstable surface. In most instances, the ankle is in a plantarflexed position.\(^{21}\)

The studies cited in this review evaluated postural sway in static stance, with the foot flat on the ground. Ankle sprains in sport activity probably do not occur in this position. Loss of balance during midstance of walking gait may occur more often in the elderly population. Evaluation of the mechanics of joint motion and muscular response with the foot flat may have more relevance to this population than the running or jumping athlete.

**Conclusion**

Foot orthoses have been shown to have a positive influence on subjects who have recently experienced an ankle sprain and on subjects with chronic ankle instability. The mechanism by which these devices improve function in patients with these impairments re-
mains somewhat obscure. There is evidence that foot orthoses can influence multiple levels of neuromuscular control of the ankle. Improvements in somatosensory feedback and reduced muscular load seem to be the most viable mechanisms by which foot orthoses may positively affect patients with chronic ankle instability.
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